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Abstract: The purpose of this grounded theory study was to examine the difficulties faced and strategies used by Chinese graduate students with English academic writing at an American university. Eight graduate students majoring in humanities and social sciences at different stages of their graduate studies were interviewed. The interview data illustrated the types of difficulties that these students encountered and the types of coping strategies they used in the process of adapting to the requirement of specific disciplinary written discourses. Difficulties and problems varied across the curriculum and the individuals. Some common problems included insufficient linguistic knowledge, being unfamiliar with academic writing conventions and gaps in the epistemological assumptions between U.S. and China’s academia. One of the biggest gaps is lack of critical thinking skills among Chinese students and different attitudes towards verification in writing. These difficulties and problems reflect the complexity of writing as a socially constructed activity that requires necessary linguistic knowledge as well as familiarization with cultural models, i.e., ways of thinking, believing and valuing that are associated with the disciplinary discourses. The results of the study suggest that this group of Chinese graduate students had received limited training in English academic writing before they came to U.S and they brought with them to the U.S. classrooms writing experiences that at times differ from the writing conventions of the American academia and, therefore, need assistance in order to successfully adjust to the new academic environment. This study also showed that there is not enough social help for those international graduate students. For most of them, adjusting to the U.S. academic written discourse is mainly a trial-and-error process. Therefore efficient social help from the peers, professors and curriculum is needed.
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1. Introduction

In 2015, around 36 per cent of doctorate recipients in US have been international students, of which Chinese students accounted for almost 50 percent [27]. In light of the ever growing representation of nonnative English speaking (NNES) graduate students in the English speaking academies, a substantial body of studies has been devoted to the challenges encountered by NNES students in learning to write research papers [3, 4, 23]. Compared to the large proportion of Chinese students in U.S. graduate programs, the number of studies specifically focusing on the writing experiences of Chinese students have been relatively small.

In particular, writing experiences of Chinese students in social sciences have largely been ignored. Unlike sciences, social sciences majors are more language-dependent [5] and often have differing epistemology across sociocultural contexts. In addition, Chinese students generally lack the training of academic thinking skills due to the test-oriented education system and sociocultural factors. Most of them are unprepared for disciplinary writing and need help during their transition from test-oriented English short essay writing to research writing [21]. However, the few existing studies on Chinese EAL students mainly focus on experienced student writers writing for publications in sciences [20-22]. Writing experiences of Chinese student writers in social sciences have
largely been neglected. In order to address this research gap, this study investigated—through interviews—eight Chinese graduate students’ perspectives on their writing challenges in social sciences at a research intensive university in America.

2. Insights from the Literature

2.1. English as an Additional Language (EAL) Writers’ Perceptions of Linguistic Barriers

Writing in a second language is certainly more laborious [33]. Many EAL novice writers see their difficulties mainly as linguistic problems [2, 18, 28], such as word-choice or sentence-level grammar. This assumption of the primacy of language [16] in academic writing is especially popular among EAL novice writers in social sciences. They attributed their writing challenges mainly to the NNES status.

Many EAL student writers developed a low self-efficacy in writing English [2] due to their frustration with linguistic limitations. Excessive attention to language deficiencies functions to “demoralize”[16] EAL novice writers when their primary challenge is actually beyond the surface language. They felt less able as a learner [25]. Some were even discouraged to pursue further academic English publications [37]. This language deficiency view lessens writers’ zeal to do better. The current study joins in this line of research to further explore how the linguistic challenges are perceived by the Chinese EAL writers in social sciences.

Mohan and Lo [26] defined surface language problems as an developmental issue, which means that the language proficiency would improve as long as EAL writers keep practicing. Recent flourishing publications by non-Anglophones in English social science journals support the view that language limitation is not “terminal” [16].

2.2. EAL Students’ Epistemology Challenges

Higher education academic writing requires more than just improving linguistic abilities [17]. “Appropriateness” of students’ writing in a specific community has more to do with issues of epistemology than with surface features of form [19]. But little research addresses the epistemology gaps between China’s social sciences writing and its American counterpart [37]. The epistemology challenge encountered by Chinese social sciences students is a much neglected research area.

The scant studies on epistemology differences between China and U.S. mainly focus on the issues of critical thinking, making attributions, and using empirical data [5, 30, 37]. For example, Zhang [37] found that the prevalent influence of ‘Marxism’ and ‘Maoism’ made Chinese students feel at a loss when they were exposed to a variety of diverse social science philosophies in the west and one participant shared that she has been taught that everything she read at school is right since she was a child. In one study [5], one social science professor participant upheld critical thinking skills and argumentative writing as the most important skills for graduate students. The professor felt that EAL students tended to be underprepared in this area.

Another fundamental, yet generally overlooked challenge for EAL novice writers is learning argumentative writing [14, 31, 32, 34]. Both native-speaking and EAL student writers need to learn to formulate, to verify and to evaluate arguments in research writing. Even though this ability to argue is rooted in human nature [34], the actual abilities and forms of arguing can vary with individuals due to different sociocultural contexts. EAL students move to L2 writing already possessing culturally shaped notions of argumentative writing from their L1 education [14, 38]. They might have insufficient education about argumentative writing. They might hold different beliefs of what counts as a valid piece of argument or evidence. It is, therefore, necessary to understand EAL novice writers’ challenges through looking at their preparation with argumentative writing from their prior education. Given the scarcity of research on how students’ native language and cultural background shape their L2 argumentative activities, this study aimed to explore how Chinese students develop argumentation and the related sociocultural contexts.

2.3. English Education in China

Students in China wrote English essays primarily to get high scores to pass high-stakes tests [30]. The ‘teach to the test’ system does not leave much space for English teachers to train students’ academic thinking skills, such as independent, analytical and critical thinking skills. In order to get high scores, students had to follow certain safe models, instead of expressing creative and critical ideas. Students were told what to write and how to write in test preparation. Independent and critical thinking are not valued in English writing assessment in high-stakes English test in China.

Lack of thinking training is also deeply rooted in the tradition of China’s social science education. Students are simply taught to memorize texts. Critiquing social issues is not encouraged. Students are taught to resort to citing famous people, old saying and flowery diction, rather than independent and critical thinking, to get high scores in English writing. Hence, Chinese students felt at a loss when they found that their expertise of test taking and formulaic writing are not valued in their graduate programs in U.S. [30].

Grammar-translation English teaching practice remains the dominant method of English language teaching in China. This emphasis on the accuracy of word choice and sentence grammar naturally leads to students’ excessive concerns about the surface language problems [28, 36]. Together with the great impact of high-stakes test, Chinese students have to be constantly highly aware of their language accuracy in writing, instead of developing thinking skills and expressing ideas.

These insights from the literature suggest that academic writing challenges encountered by EAL graduate students include both linguistic and epistemology differences. While linguistic barriers persist for EAL students across disciplines, linguistic barriers and epistemology differences seem to play a more salient role in causing challenges for social science majors. Given the scarcity of research specifically focusing on Chinese social science students’ writing challenges, this study extends the literature by exploring how eight Chinese EAL...
graduate students in social sciences view the language and epistemology challenges in academic writing. Sociocultural factors causing their challenges were also discussed. The study explored two research questions:

1) How do Chinese EAL graduate students in social sciences view the linguistic and epistemology challenges in research writing?
2) What are the sociocultural factors leading to these challenges?

3. Theoretical Framework

Gee’s theory of D/discourse was originally developed to investigate relationship between language learning, social identity, and social contexts in first language acquisition. Given that recent L2 writing research [15] has recognized the need to explore the sociocultural contexts in which academic writing takes place, Gee’s theory provides a tool for understanding EAL students’ writing experiences.

Gee defined Discourse with an upper-case $D$ as any stretch of language (spoken, written, signed) which “hangs together” to make sense to some community of people who use that language… making sense is always a social and variable matter: what makes sense to one community of people may not make sense to another [9].

A specific discourse is made up of all of the language bits and uses that are associated with a specific Discourse. Given the social nature of Discourse, a discourse is also a social language [13]. In a disciplinary Discourse, social languages are reflected in different patterns of vocabulary and syntax. Social languages also connect to specific social activities and to specific socially situated identities associated with a Discourse [10, 11]. This suggests that EAL student writers need to learn how to use specific grammatical and lexical means to do the specific social activities and to represent the specific identities involved in being a member of that disciplinary Discourse.

The specific social activities and identities embedded in the discourse often relate to its cultural and historical contexts. In other words, the specific discourse has its ‘discursive histories’ [11]. Gee explained the discursive histories as:

Words have histories…. they [words] have circulated through other Discourses and within other institutions…. Words bring with them as potential situated meanings all the situated meanings they have picked up in history and in other setting and Discourses. ([11], p. 54)

In disciplinary writing, EAL students’ cultural and educational background constituted their discursive history. The way they write can be traced back to their prior social and educational contexts.

Gee’s theory of D/discourses provides a tool to understand EAL student writers’ challenges. Language use merely exists as one component within the larger construct of a Discourse [24]. In order to become a member of the new disciplinary Discourse, EAL student writers have to learn the language use, i.e., the lower-case discourse as well as the patterns of thinking, believing and valuing underlying the Discourse situated in a sociocultural context. If there is a conflict between the required values or identities of two distinct Discourses, acquisition of the new Discourse may be difficult.

4. Methods

4.1. Research Tradition

This study adopted grounded theory approach because the study intended to seek for the “plausible relationships” [35] among the constructs of Chinese students’ writing challenges and their sociocultural causes. Findings are presented in the form of theoretical propositions [7].

4.2. Context and Participants

The study was conducted at a major research university in the northeast of the United States. Eight Chinese graduate students who majored in education, communication, American studies, history, and library management participated in the study after signing the informed consent forms. The study followed theoretical sampling [6] to select participants to help the researcher best form the theory propositions. In order to better interpret students’ writing challenges from an insider’s perspective, the researcher chose participants who shared the same first language, i.e., Chinese. Participants’ disperse majors also “provided important contextual information useful in the axial coding phase of research”([6], p.114). These participants were considered as...
advanced English learners because they obtained high scores in Graduate Record Exams to be admitted to US graduate programs. But they were also novice academic writers since most of them were at the early stage of doctoral programs. The following table shows a brief description of the eight interviewees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Current status</th>
<th>Years they have studied in U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yan</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Ph.D. in Education</td>
<td>Second year doctoral student</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teng</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Ph.D. in Education</td>
<td>Second year doctoral student</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yan</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>M.A. in Communication</td>
<td>Second year master student</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Ph.D. in Education</td>
<td>Third year doctoral student</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liang</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Ph.D. in Education</td>
<td>Third year doctoral student</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Ph.D. in Library Management</td>
<td>First year doctoral student</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>M.A. in American Studies</td>
<td>Second year master student</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiang</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Ph.D. in History</td>
<td>Fifth year doctoral student</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. A profile of the participants.

4.3. Data Collection

The study drew upon face-to-face in-depth interviews with eight participants. When I started to interview, I did not set a fixed number of interviewees. I decided to stop interviewing at the ‘saturation’ stage ([6], p.57) when I expected that not much new information was coming out from more interviews. The interview questions seek to elicit students’ views on the following aspects: 1) views about linguistic challenges; 2) views about epistemology challenges; and 3) views about preparations with academic writing. Interviews were conducted either in English or Chinese, depending on the interviewee’s choice. All interviews were audio-taped and transcribed verbatim. The Chinese interviews were translated into English in transcribing. Each interview lasted around 30 minutes. Each line of transcripts was numbered for reference.

4.4. Data Analysis

Data analysis adopted the standard format required by grounded theory study: initial coding, axial coding and selective coding or forming theoretical propositions ([6] p.57). The two topical research questions (a. What kinds of writing problems do they have? b. How are they prepared with English academic writing? (Jiang) guided the initial coding. I made annotations to the data in the margins as I read. Based on the margin notes, I developed initial ten categories: types of problems, types of papers they write, differences between Chinese and English academic writing, important elements in academic writing, writing strategies, how to seek help, academic writing’s role, professors’ feedback, acculturation process and suggestions they give to new students.

Then I look for data to ‘dimensionalize’ the category ([6], p. 57), i.e., enriching each category with relevant data that fell in the corresponding category and noted down their line numbers for future retrieval. At the axial coding stage, I merged, deleted and reorganized the ten initial categories into three broader categories: views of language challenges, views of epistemology challenges and causal factors that shaped their challenges. Finally, integrating the earlier categories in selective coding stage, I developed three propositions in answering for the research questions.

5. Findings

The following sections are organized by three propositions: 1). Although language was not viewed as a primary concern, EAL status demoralized EAL writers; 2). Thinking skills required in producing, verifying and critiquing arguments constituted the fundamental challenges for EAL writers; 3). Students attributed writing challenges to epistemology gaps in social sciences and insufficient preparation in doing research and research writing.

5.1. Although Language Was Not Viewed as a Primary Concern, EAL Status Demoralized EAL Writers

Keen awareness of linguistic shortcomings persisted for these EAL students. Their concern was not grammatical, but rhetorical, i.e., how to write “beautiful English in American eyes” (Ray, line 86). The sense of rhetorical inabilities was strong among students who were writing qualitative research, which uses words as the most important device to depict human beings’ lived experiences. Yan’s main obstacle was how to “polish up sentences and be idiomatic” (Yan, line 25). She had no problem in using graph to develop her argument, but was frustrated with narrating and describing. She felt her plain English weakened or even distorted her original emotions. Liang, who was also doing qualitative research, complained that his English was not “powerful” (Liang, line 90) enough to attract American readers. As he said, Because I am doing qualitative research, I have some problems in writing findings. For example, how to express themes in accurate academic language is not easy. Native speakers can use very powerful words and powerful rhetoric to form their themes, but [as second language learners], we are disadvantaged in this aspect. Although we have good ideas, it’s difficult to put them into words in a way we want to. For example, once we were asked to give a name to a course package. It was really difficult. How could I find out an English word that is attractive to readers and has strong rhetorical effects? But those native speakers came up with many wonderful phrases which were really beyond our language ability. (Liang, lines 88-94)

Both Yan and Liang sensed their rhetoric limitations. In
Yan’s eyes, writing qualitative research was like “writing a novel” (line 32). When Yan was reading the touching stories written by famous qualitative researchers, like Judith Butler, she felt that she would never be able to write like her. This sense of rhetoric disadvantage was also mentioned by other participants. They felt even more frustrated because they had not figured out an effective way to improve their rhetoric ability. They saw this rhetoric challenge as something “beyond their language ability” (Liang, line 94).

5.2. Thinking Skills Required in Producing, Verifying and Critiquing Arguments Constituted the Fundamental Challenges

5.2.1. Challenge in Producing Ideas: Learning to Use Literature

Although participants recognized the rhetoric challenges, none of them saw consideration of styles as fundamental to academic writing. They believed that how to create and develop ideas is the core. As Teng said, “Native English speakers can polish up your language very easily, but they can not help you with your ideas…. Ideas can only be developed by yourself.” (lines 73-76) Jie’s mentor told her that international students shall focus on developing ideas, instead of worrying too much about language style.

Firstly, they were all frustrated with their poorly-prepared reading skills: slow in reading and struggling to grasp general ideas. Finishing reading assignments posed a big challenge for all. Fang, a fifth year doctoral student in history, recalled:

In China, you know, we also had three courses one semester. But we only used one textbook for one course for the whole semester and we even couldn’t finish that one textbook. Here is one book one week. There are 12 weeks one semester. So we read 12 books one semester. At first, I couldn’t finish reading the whole book in one week. I just picked the introduction and conclusion. I even couldn’t finish reading the introduction. (lines 63-69)

Since they started graduate study in U.S., they realized the importance of extensive reading. Students were not used to reviewing extensive literature before they wrote. Generally, Chinese graduate studies don’t have rigorous reading requirements. Teng believed that literature reading process was more important than the writing per se, because reading “generates new ideas to write about” (Teng, line 101). “If you read only one article, you will be biased by it. But if you read 100 articles, you will know various perspectives and you can generate new ideas.” (Teng, lines 97-101)

Secondly, some students reported that synthesizing literature in an analytic and logic way was challenging. After reading literature, participants needed to analyze various thoughts and synthesize them with logic in order to generate the new topic they wanted to write about. Ray felt most challenged with justifying his proposed model. He needed to analyze, synthesize and critique previous studies to justify his proposed model. As he said:

You have to read a lot of studies and try to analyze, summarize and synthesize all those studies and then you need to justify your model. This justification process takes a lot of time to write. You have to write clearly why you think this model is good, why that model is not efficient. If you want to do some modifications to some existing models, you need to provide justifications why such modifications are needed. Anyway, when you put forward your own ideas and theories, you need to justify why your theories are right and you need to convince readers of your theories. You have to justify when you add or delete a variable in the previous models…. The most difficult part is the justification of your new theories and new model. This part needs logic.

(Ray, interview, lines 120-130)

Thirdly, Chinese students also learned to make attributions to other researchers in formulating new topics. Learning to cite others’ works in supporting the proposal was a big progress for many of them. Most of the interviewees acknowledged they were not used to rigorous citations, since many disciplines in China do not have this tradition. Fang said that Chinese scholarly writing in classical history “had no citations, no footnotes and no endnotes” (lines 71-72). As Fang recalled:

In China, we were not strict about citations, footnotes or endnotes…. Chinese classical history had no citations, no footnotes or no endnotes…. If the authors have some idea, they just write it regardless of whether this topic has been researched or not. After we came to America, we understand that we need to read others’ studies before we start to write. This is a big progress for us. (lines 69-76)

Fang’s words showed that epistemology difference caused his challenge in using citations. In fact, several participants mentioned their learned awareness of making attributions to other studies in producing new topics. Yun said that she used to write about whatever idea in her mind without bothering literature search. Now she learned that she needed to go to the library to find out related references first.

In sum, this group of Chinese EAL writers encountered challenges in learning to use literature for writing. Various thinking skills required in reviewing literature, such as analyzing, synthesizing, justifying, critiquing and attributing, were perceived as fundamental challenges for them.

5.2.2. Challenge in Developing Argumentation: Learning to Use Data

All participants realized that developing argumentation is more important than the language per se. As Teng said, “In my opinion, the most important thing in academic writing is not the language per se, but your argument and how you use your evidence to support your argument.” (lines 70-71) Even though Teng admitted his difficulty with idiomatic word usage, he regarded the ability to develop argument as fundamental in research writing.

Students learned to support argument with empirical data, instead of relying on flowery diction or popular sayings. Chinese students were often taught to use fancy words or rhetoric to convince readers in L1 writing instruction. Jie said that she did not take much effort in data collection or data analysis when she published in Chinese. But in America, they
learned in a hard way that offering an opinion without data was not persuasive enough. They learned that fancy words or rhetoric cannot replace data in verifying claims. For example, Yun learned that the subjective writing style used by many Chinese social science scholars was not appreciated here. As she commented:

"The education and writing assignment we had in China were different from here, especially in the field of arts. The science major might not be that different. The first semester was really hard for me. American professors don’t care much about the fancy words you need... Chinese often write, ‘it is obvious that...’. But my professors said that there is nothing in the world that is ‘obvious’, that we can take it for granted. We need the data to prove it. Chinese tend to use the language rhetoric to convince others, but here they use the data to convince others. This is a big difference... Chinese writing prefers beautiful, reserved and poetic languages. Research papers in China are more subjective. We don’t use much data in China. (lines 46-65)

Yun’s comments indicated that traditional Chinese scholarly writing in social sciences did not value empirical data as much as their western counterpart did. Chinese social sciences scholars, in the old times, tended to write subjectively. Using data to verify one’s claims was not valued. Yun’s professor told her that there is nothing in the academic world that she can take it for granted. Yun’s first semester was tough for her because she did not know what professors expected.

5.2.3. Challenge in Critical Thinking: Learning to Embrace Diverse Perspectives

All participants felt challenged yet enjoyed learning critical thinking skills, critiquing authority and their own assumptions. Jie believed that staying open to different perspectives was more important than the fancy language. “We are not English literature majors... In my field, the most difficult problem is understanding the complex issue.” (Jie, lines 22-23) She enjoyed critical thinking, even though this was new to her.

One good thing in academic writing here is critical thinking. In order to write paper, you have to dig into the idea, and know different perspectives about an issue. In China, it tends to be biased. We focus on one group’s interest and their standpoint, which you are required to do. Basically you need to be obedient, otherwise you are going to be in trouble. (Jie, lines 58-62)

What mattered to Jie was understanding a complex social issue from different perspectives, rather than sticking to one-sided opinion. She thought that Chinese students were taught to believe in one perspective and were not used to analyzing social phenomenon through multiple perspectives. Jie criticized the writing styles she was taught to follow in China as “not frank” and “some model format”. As she said, in China, people do not write very frankly. You are always supposed to write something following certain standards, supporting some “good deeds” and blaming some “bad deeds”... There was always a fixed pattern there. In fact, my Chinese writing is quite good, quite to the standards. But it’s not the way I like.

(lines 34-37)

The prior training to follow a certain format and to support a certain voice caused them challenges in independent thinking. Hong complained that “there is no existing format for her to write literary criticism” in her current program (lines 132-133). Therefore she felt at a loss when she was encouraged to think independently and creatively. But all of them started to enjoy this freedom of expressing opinions after they got to know the critical expectations of academic writing conventions.

Students also learned to look at their own writing with a more critical lens. They used to write about whatever ideas in their mind. But now they would take time to go to the library, find out exact citations and make a proposal based on literature (Yun, interview). They learned to be accurate in making attributions. They learned to follow scientific steps to collect and analyze data (Fang and Yun, interviews). This critical thinking practice was seen throughout their writing processes, from critiquing literature to justifying new proposals and supporting claims.

In sum, all participants believed that their primary challenge came from their unfamiliarity with the new epistemology assumptions in academic thinking: how to produce, develop and evaluate ideas. They viewed their primary challenge not as linguistic disadvantage, but as lack of preparation for the western ways of thinking in social science research. The following section will explore some sociocultural factors that might cause Chinese EAL writers’ lack of preparation in thinking skills.

5.3. Sociocultural Factors Causing the Challenges

This group of Chinese EAL students viewed their writing challenges primarily caused by epistemology gaps and lack of rigorous preparation of thinking skills in their prior education.

5.3.1. Epistemology Gaps in Social Sciences: Subjective and One-Sided vs. Empirical and Open

First of all, generating new ideas was more “subjective” (Fang & Yun, interviews) in Chinese traditional scholarly writing. Researchers often wrote about their ideas without giving credits to literature. Lack of recognition to others’ work is reflected in writing as the loose requirement of citations. For example, Fang said that disciplinary writing in Chinese classical history was not strict with citations or footnotes. After we came to America, we understand that we need to read other people’s studies before we start to write. This is a big progress for us”. (Fang, lines 69-76) Chinese writers, in the old times, did not see the indispensable function of related literature in verifying a new proposition. Hong also commented, “In China, it is impossible to get access to such rich database of previous studies. Many studies you do in China are not up-to-date. You lagged behind the current trends and you were not even aware of that.” (lines 161-163)

Secondly, traditional Chinese scholarly writing in social sciences did not value empirical data in verifying argument. The process of developing argumentation was more subjective than the western writing. Empirical data was not regarded as essential in publishing social science research articles in China.
in the old times. Jie recalled that “in the field of education in China, published articles are mostly like summary or literature reviews, with a little bit of your own stand-points.”(Jie, lines 42-44). Yun felt that Chinese tend to use fancy words rather than data or facts in persuading others. “Chinese tend to use language rhetoric to convince others, but here they use data to convince others.” (Yun, lines 58-59).

Another epistemology assumption gap lies in lack of critical thinking in China’s social sciences. Contemporary Chinese scholars writing in social sciences tend to be “one-sided” (Jie, interview) due to certain sociopolitical reasons. Students were taught to look at a social issue from one perspective. “We focus on one group’s interest and their standpoint, which you are required to do.” (Jie, lines 60-61).

5.3.2. Test-oriented English Education: Not Leaving Much Room for Teaching Thinking

Test-oriented English education, which focuses on mastering grammatical knowledge and achieving high scores in multiple choice tests, doesn’t leave much space for cultivating students’ exploratory thinking skills, as reflected in reading and writing instructional practices. They were not well-prepared with L1 scholarly writing. Even though all participants passed GRE and TOEFL with high scores, their ability to read, analyze and critique extensive literature was far from meeting graduate study’s reading requirement. In general, reading requirement in China’s higher education is not as demanding as the western universities.

Teaching advanced thinking skills, such as producing, developing and evaluating ideas, are largely missing in China’s English writing instruction. In test-oriented English teaching, the actual training on English writing is usually limited to writing a 200-word essay and following a fixed structure of introduction, body and conclusion. As Liang commented:

In China, I never wrote English essays more than 500 words.... Those English classes were mainly for passing the test, very test-oriented.... In China I didn’t write much in English, and when I came here, all of a sudden, I need to write academic paper in English, which is a huge gap for me.... (lines 102-119)

While acknowledging the general lack of academic writing preparation for these Chinese EAL writers, we also need to be aware of the specific historical stage China went through. Many college professors did not receive adequate training in English academic writing. As Ray said,

I think in China, the professors got educated in the time period when the whole education level in China was kind of low. So those professors themselves were not well prepared in academic writing. We didn’t have ESL writing class in undergraduate study. The whole college education system in China didn’t put too much emphasis on that. So those professors were not strict with our writings. (lines 89 - 93)

In sum, different epistemology assumptions in thinking and insufficient research preparation caused the primary challenges for this group of Chinese EAL writers. Being subjective and lacking critical thinking were two salient features of traditional Chinese social science writing reported by the students. In addition, insufficient academic preparation for research writing skills in the test-oriented education context also contributed to the challenges students encountered.

6. Discussion

Based on interview data, I have explored how a group of Chinese social science graduate students viewed their challenges in learning academic writing. All participants regarded epistemology gaps in thinking, rather than the surface language problem, as the primary challenge in academic writing. Sociocultural reasons leading to these challenges include epistemology gaps and lack of academic preparation in research and research writing.

Gee’s theory of discourse provides a useful theoretical framework for understanding students’ writing challenges in specific sociocultural contexts. Each academic discipline functions as a Discourse [10]. Hence each discipline has its own ways of thinking and language use. Chinese students, who were used to subjective and one-sided scholarly writing due to certain sociopolitical factors, need to learn the new “socially accepted ways of thinking, feeling, believing, valuing and acting” ([10], p.131) in their disciplines. The epistemology conflicts between the old and the new Discourses caused them challenges in acquiring the new Discourse [13]. Students’ pre-existing sets of epistemology assumptions, cultivated through prior cultural and educational practices, constituted students’ “discursive history” [11].

Although students acknowledged the frustrations of learning the linguistic aspects of the Discourse, they did not view language considerations as the primary concern in research writing. Language use, i.e., the lower-case discourse exists merely as one component within the larger construct of a Discourse [24]. Unlike many EAL students who perceived their writing challenges mainly as surface language problems [2, 28], participants in the study regarded their language challenges not as “terminal”[16], but a developmental issue [26]. Yan and Liang, who were writing qualitative research, certainly felt disadvantaged with their language limitations. But they understood that as long as they kept reading and writing, their language would become better. Yan and Liang did not let their language limitations demoralize them. Instead, they valued their unique perspectives as an EAL writer, similar to Belcher & Hirvela’s study (2005)’s findings [3].

Participants unanimously foregrounded epistemology gaps in thinking as their primary challenge, including students who were doing qualitative research, which usually demands more language use. They believed that their perspectives counted more than the language perse. Used to the subjective and one-sided scholarly writing, Chinese students needed to learn to produce, verify and evaluate ideas with an empirical and critical eye. Students’ keen awareness of the epistemology differences might be due to the fact that they were from social sciences, of which epistemology assumptions vary across different sociopolitical contexts. In contrast, Chinese EAL graduate students in sciences did not find many epistemology
challenges in academic writing [28].

Chinese students’ epistemology challenges suggest that their prior training of thinking skills was insufficient. It is true that teaching thinking skills have also been traditionally neglected in western education [29] and learning these academic thinking skills can be daunting for both L1 and L2 writers [1, 16]. However, the current study certainly implies that lack of teaching thinking has been particularly serious in China’s test-oriented education system, which did not leave much room for developing students’ exploratory thinking skills necessary in research writing. Limited education in thinking skills in social sciences accounted for students’ challenges in their disciplinary writing.

This study also shed light on some cultural differences related to verification. Traditional argumentative writing in Chinese tended to rely on flowery diction or rhetoric, rather than the empirical data to support the claims. In their L1 literacy education, writing with exquisitely ornate diction was an important criteria to evaluate their writing ability. Hence, this group of Chinese students move to EAL writing having already acquired the argumentative practices of their native language taught in their L1 educational context [14], which did not give the same weight to hard data as the western academia does. In their L1 education, they were taught to use a different kind of ‘reason’ and ‘evidence’ ([34], p. 84) to support their argument. They learned to write argumentatively relying on flowery diction, which is viewed as subjective and unpersuasive in the West [34]. Chinese social sciences academia justifies what is in our minds, whereas its western counterpart needs to use data to justify what is in our minds [37]. Skills of using empirical data, questioning the authoritative opinions and staying open to multiple perspectives were often ignored in their L1 education. Meanwhile, despite the cultural differences in developing argumentation, the study found that EAL writers were adept at and enjoyed learning new values and new ways of thinking during their acculturation processes.

7. Conclusion

This study, which explored how eight Chinese social science graduate students viewed their writing challenges, found that the primary challenge was epistemology assumptions gaps and lack of research writing preparation. The epistemology challenges might be traced back to China’s scholarly traditions and conventions in the old time. Although the study focused on Chinese students, the pedagogical implications can be applied to EAL students from other cultures. There are several pedagogical implications for EAL writing instructors. First, teachers need to let students understand that perfect grammar is not the only element that makes good writing, and that how to produce, develop and evaluate argumentation is a more fundamental task for constructing solid research writing. English as a foreign language teachers in elementary and secondary education need to be cautious if they focus only on grammar in their language teaching, because the grammar-focused language teaching and learning activities can lead students to pay excessive attention to specific details at the sentence level. In higher education, writing teachers can use journal articles written by established EAL researchers to encourage EAL students that language barrier is not terminal for their academic publication career. Teachers need to develop students’ developmental attitudes towards their language limitations and let them understand that linguistic competence will improve as long as they keep practicing. Since the lower-case discourse is also social by nature, teachers need to make it explicit to EAL students linguistic features of the Discourse expected by the English-speaking readers.

Second, writing teachers need to foreground discussing epistemology assumptions in thinking underneath the written texts in their day-to-day writing instructions. As the study indicates, epistemology assumptions were exactly what this group of Chinese EAL students needed assistance with. What they severely lacked was the rigorous training of doing social science research and research writing. Teachers need to let students compare the disciplinary epistemology and ways of thinking in English research writing with the ones students were educated in their prior sociocultural context, since academic thinking skills might not be valued or valued differently across sociocultural contexts.

This study has limitations that warrant consideration in future studies. First, the participants came from four disciplines in social sciences: education, media studies, library management and American studies. Their writing experiences cannot represent all social science students, such as English literature, which certainly requires higher English language skills. Second, it was only based on retrospective interviews with eight students without examining their writing products. A concurrent analysis of writing products and stimulated recall interviews based on their writing products would provide more details of their writing process and challenges. Another possible direction for future research is to explore established researchers’ perspectives on the language problems of EAL students’ qualitative research writing. The current study already hinted that professors who were teaching qualitative research actually had greater confidence with their EAL advisee than EAL advisee themselves. More studies can be done to explore how professors view EAL students’ language qualifications in writing qualitative research.

Appendix

Sample interview questions:
1. Can you talk about your general impression of English academic writing?
2. Can you talk about difficulties or problems you have in English academic writing?
3. Can you give me some specific examples about your problems?
4. As a nonnative speaker of English, how do you see your challenges, if any, in writing qualitative research?
5. What kinds of courses have you taken in academic writing, both in Chinese and in English?
6. How do you compare Chinese scholarly writings with English ones?
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